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EOL-languages arose in the study of developmental systems in biology. In 
this paper we characterize EOL-languages in terms of ALGOL-like equations. 
We show that by allowing finite rather than empty sets as the starting points 
in the recursive process for obtaining a language defined by the ALGOL-like 
equations, we get exactly the family of EOL-languages. Corollaries obtained 
include a normal form theorem, the elimination of e-rules for EOL-systems and 
a comparison with the extended efinable languages. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The notion of a definable (in alternative terminology 'ALGOL-like') 
language was introduced by Ginsburg and Rice (1962), by using formal 
systems of equations of the type that had been used to define constituent 
parts of ALGOL 60 (Naur, 1960). It is known (see, e.g., Ginsburg, 1966) 
that the families of ALGOL-like and context-free languages coincide. 
However, the family of ALGOL-like languages is not broad enough to 
include the language of all syntactically correct ALGOL 60 programs (see, 
e.g., Floyd (1962)). For this, as well as for other reasons, various families 
which are extensions of the ALGOL-like family have been extensively 
studied (e.g., Rose (1964)). 
Developmental systems and languages have been introduced by Linden- 
mayer (1971) with a very different motivation in mind. They were intended 
to reflect the process of biological development. However, they often turn 
out to be related to some well known constructs in formal language theory. 
For example, the so called EOL-systems can be defined as context-free 
grammars, except that production rules must be specified for all symbols 
(including terminals) and we require that in a derivation all symbols in the 
sentential form are substituted for in every step. E0L and other develop- 
mental anguages have been under active investigation during recent years. 
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(See Herman (to appear), Herman et al. (to appear), Herman et al. (submitted), 
Lindenmayer (1971), and Rozenberg and Doucet (1971) and their reference 
lists.) It is known, for example, that the family of EOL-languages lies properly 
between the families of context-free and context-sensitive languages, and 
that it is not an AFL (Ginsburg and Greibach, 1969), since it is not closed 
under inverse homomorphism. 
It is the purpose of this note to show that the family of EOL-languages i
a very natural extension of the family of ALGOL-like languages. By a 
slight modification in the use of the equations used to define ALGOL-like 
languages, we get a new family of languages, which coincides with the family 
of EOL-languages. This new larger family contains many languages which 
have been used to demonstrate he inadequacy of ALGOL-like descriptions 
for defining the syntax of programming languages. 
As a by-product of this investigation we obtain a normal form theorem 
for EOL-languages and show that the result concerning the elimination of 
e-productions from context-free grammars (see, e.g., Ginsburg, 1966, 
Theorem 1.8.1) carries over to EOL-languages. We also investigate the 
relation of EOL-languages to the extended efinable languages of Rose (1964). 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We shall make free use of standard notation (see, e.g., Ginsburg (1966)). 
The following definitions lead to a generalization f ALGOL-like languages 
as defined by Ginsburg (1966). The first three define notions already intro- 
duced by Ginsburg (1966), only the fourth one contains a generalization. 
DEFINITION 1. Let 27 be a given alphabet, let sel ,..., ~:~ be symbols not 
in 27, and let V = Z ~3 {~i ,..-, ~n}. Any element 7r(~ i ,..., ~,) of V* is said 
to be an (n-ary) term (over Z using variables ~:i .... , ~). A term defines a 
function which maps n-tuples of subsets of Z* into a subset of Z* in the 
following way. Let A i ,..., .//~ be subsets of Z*. Then 
~r(Ai ..... An) ~- {w [ w is obtained by replacing, for 1 ~<i ~ n, every 
occurrence of £, in 7r(~ i .... , ~)  by a word in the corre- 
sponding At}. 
Note that different occurrences ofthe same ~i may be replaced by different ele- 
ments ofA~. Also, ifzr(~: 1 ..... ~:n) is the empty word E, then 7r(A 1 .... , An)  ---- {e}. 
DEFINITION 2. Let Z be a given alphabet. A function f mapping n-tuples 
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of subsets of 27* into subsets of 27* is said to be an (n-ary) standard function 
(over 27) if, and only if, there exist terms ~rl(~: 1 ,..., ~),..., %(~1 ,..., ~n), 
s /> l, such that, for all subsets A 1 .... , An of 27", 
f(A1 ,..., An) = 0 Try(A1 ,'", A~). 
In such a case we describe f by saying 
/(~1 ,'", Cn) = 0 ~Tr( ¢I '"" ~:n) 
= 7Z1(~:1 . . . .  , ~n)  I..) . . .  I..J W-s(~: 1 , . . . ,  ~:n), 
and we say that each of the ~r, is a term off .  
DEFINITION 3. Let 27 be a given alphabet. A function f mapping n-tuples 
of subsets of 27* into n-tuples of subsets of Z* is said to be an n-tuple standard 
function (over 27) if, and only if, there exist n standard functions f l  ,...,fn 
such that, for all subsets A 1 ,..., An of Z*, 
f(A1 ..... Am) = (fl(A~ ,..., A,),. . . ,f JA~ ,..., An)). 
In such a case we describe f by saying 
f = (A ,...,A). 
DEFINITION 4. A simple recurrence system (SR-system, for short) is a 
triple R = (Z,f, ~), where Z is an alphabet, f is an n-tuple standard function 
over 27 and ~ = (al ,..., s%) is an n-tuple of finite subsets of 27*. 
For j ~ 0, we define the n-tuple ~(n of subsets of Z* by 
~(o) , (o) ~) )  
= (C~ 1 ~...~ = % 
~u+n , U+I) o~+i)) 
= t~l  , . . . ,  = f (2 J ) )  • 
We define the language L(R) of R by 
L(R) = 0 4 ` ). 
j=o 
We call L(R) a simple recurrence language (SR-language, for short). 
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It is easy to see that an SR-languageL is ALGOL-l ike, providedL = L(R), 
where R = (Z, f, ~) is an SR-system with a = (N,..., 25). It  is shown by 
Ginsburg (1966) that a language is ALGOL-l ike if, and only if, it is context- 
free. That there are SR-languages which are not ALGOL-l ike follows from 
the following example. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let R = (27, f, a), where 
27={b, r , s ,c ,e ,x} ,  
f -= (f l  ,f2), where 
= (~,  {x)). 
f~(6 ,  se2) = br~%s~%c~ze, 
£(6 ,  ~2) = x~2, 
L(R) : 0 ~) = {brxJsMcx~e ]j > O} 
j=o 
is an SR-language. 
This language is based on an example of Floyd (1962), given to demonstrate 
the not context-free nature of ALGOL 60. In its present form, it has been 
discussed by Rose (1964). 
Since it is well known that the language discussed in Example 1 is not 
a context-free language, it follows that there are SR-languages, which are 
not context-free. It is clear from Definition 4 that every ALGOL-l ike (and, 
hence, context-free) language is an SR-language. It is also not too difficult 
to show (and it will follow from our results later on) that every SR-language 
is context sensitive. That the family of SR-languages is a proper subset of 
the family of context-sensitive languages will also follow from the results 
shown later in this paper. 
We shall use the following property of SR-systems later on. 
PROPOSITION l. For every SR-system R = (Z, f ,  a) we can effectively 
produce an SR-system R = (Z,f,  &), such that 
(i) i f  f = (fl ..... fn), then, for 1 <-~ i ~ ~, e is not a term o f f  i ; 
(ii) i f  & = (&l ..... &n), then, for 1 <~ i <~ ~, E is not an element of &i ; 
(iii) L(R) :L (R) - -{@ 
Proof. Suppose R = (Z, (f~ ,..., fn), (~1 ,-.., %)) and for 1 ~ i ~ n, j ~ 0, 
let a~. ~+1~ be defined as in Definition 4. For ]  ~ 0, let 
E(j)  = {il ~ e ~)}. 
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First we show that, if E(jl) = E(ju), then E (£  + 1) = E(j  2 + 1). This 
is because, if i e E( j  1 + t), then either E ef~ or there is a term ~r,,. of f ,  such 
that, ~rir = ~k~ "'" ~ and e e a(~) ), for each 1 <~ t ~< s. In the first case 
i eE ( j~+ 1), while in the second case i eE(j2 + 1), provided that 
E(j~) = E(j~). 
Since E(j) C {l,..., n}, there must be a Jl and a j~ such that E(jl) = E(jz) 
and j i  4: j~. 
Let p and q be the smallest integers uch that 0 ~ p < q and E(p) = E(q). 
Let d = q --  p. We can find p, q, and d effectively. 
We can now describe how _~ is obtained. 
= (~, (L ,...,L), (al .... , a~)), 
where Z = dn + 1. 
s,=U~I ')-{4, (s~= 
j=O 
(~) 
(X(i--1)d+2 = Oti - -  {e}, for 
~(i-~)a+,."+~ = ~,  for 1 ~ i 
d+l  
L(~ , . . . ,  ~)= U 6- 
i '~2 
f2 ,..., fn are defined in such a way, that for 1 
all j >/0, if j -- rd + e, with 0 ~ e < d, then 
~,  if p = 0), 
l <~i~n,  
n, l <~i' <d .  
t a~+ra+a -- {e}, if i ' = e, 
~}~)-l)a+i'+~ = (;~, if i ' V~ e. 
More visually, a semiinfinite table of the 5(~) can be drawn as in Table I. 
This can be achieved as follows. For 1 ~ i ~ n and 0 ~ i' < d, the terms 
of f(i-1)a÷,'+2(~l ,..., ~n) are obtained from the terms of f/(~:l ,--., ~n) using 
our knowledge of E(p + i'). For every non e term ~r(~ 1,..., ~ ,..., ~n) of 
f (~l ,"', ~),  f(i-1)a+i'+2 will contain the term ,r(~i,+l ..... ~:(~-a)a+/'+~ ,..., 
~(~-1)a+i'+1) [if i '  = 0, this should be replaced by ~r(~:a+ 1 ,..., ~:aa+l ,..., ~a+l)], 
and other terms which can be obtained from this one by deleting those 
~(j-1)a+¢+l (individually and collectively) for which j ~ E(q + i ' - -  1). The 
only exception to this rule is that ¢ is not allowed to be a term off(i_~)a+¢+ 2 . 
An example will be given later. Finally, 
= 0 = 0 = 
j=o 9 =0 
i ~ n, 0 ~ i' < d, and for 
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TABLE I 
-(~) _(D _(D _(~) _0) 
0 L/ 
~=0 
(~) ~ 
(~- I -1)  • , 
2 ~i -- i~ 
(~+a-~) ¢ 
d--1 ~i --i~} ~ 
(~+a-1) ~ . (~+~) • . 
(~+I) ¢ 
(~+a) . . 
e~ z -- ~) ... Zr 
EXAMPLE 2. Let  R = ({a, b}, ( f l , f2 ,  fs) ,  ~), where  
A(6, ~ ,  ~3) = ~3,  
A(~, ~,  ~) = 6 ,  
o~ - -  ({e), {a), {b)), 
L(R) = {a ~n ] n >/O} L) {a~n+'b [ n >/0}. 
The values o f  ~(J) for the  f irst four  values o f  j are g iven by  Tab le  I I .  
TABLE I I 
(J) U) (~) 
~1 ~2 ~3 
(o) 
o) 
c~i ab e, aa  
(2) 
~ c, aa  E, aa,  aaaa  ab 
(8) 
o~ ab, aaab,  aaaaab e, aa,  aaaa ,  ,z, aa  
aaaaaa ,  aaaaaaaa  
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In this case 
E(0) = {1}, 
E(1) = {2, 3}, 
E(2)  = {1, 2}, 
E(3)  = {2, 3}. 
Thus, p = 1, q = 3, and d = 2. 
Applying the algorithm described in the proof of Proposition 1 we get 
E = 7 and ~ = (~,  {ab}, ~ ,  {aa}, ~ ,  ~ ,  Z ) ,  
],(~1 
A(~, 
A(~l 
~5 
&, &, ~4, ~ 
]7(~1 $2 , &, f4, ~ 
The values of &~J) are given in 
&, M = & u &, 
&, M = ~:,& u ~, u &, 
&, ~7) = &, 
&, ~7) = &. 
Table I I I .  
TABLE III 
- (D  _ (D  _ (D  _ G)  - (D  _ (~) _ (~) 
51 52 53 ~4 ~5 ~6 57 
(0) 
5 t 
h) 
5 i 
(2) 
5i  
(z) 
ott 
ab ~ aa ~ ~ 
ab ~ aa ~ aa, aaaa ~ ab 
aa ab, aaab, ~ aa, aaaa, ~ aa 
aaaaab aaaaaa, 
aaaaaaaa 
ab, aaab, ~ aa, aaaa, ~ {a 2~ [ 1 < ~ ab, aaab, 
aaaaab aaaaaa, n < 8} aaaaab 
aaaaaaaa, 
aaaaaaaaaa 
I t  is not difficult to see that 
L(R)  = L (R)  - -  {E}. 
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PROPOSITION 2. There is an algorithm which, for any given SR-system R, 
decides whether or not ~ ~ L(R). 
Proof. Using the notation from the proof of the last proposition, it is 
q- -1  . 
easy to see that E eL(R)  if, and only if, ~ e (J j=0 ~(1 ~). Since there is an effective 
procedure to obtain q, a(o),..., a(xq-l>, we have the required algorithm. 
We now define EOL-languages. 
DEFINITION 5. An EOL-system is a 4-tuple G = (V, 27, P, a), where 
(1) V is an alphabet; 
(2) I C V is an alphabet; 
(3) P is a finite set of ordered pairs 
(u, v), with u in V and v in V*, such that for every u in V, there exists a v 
in V* such that (u, v) is in P (we call the pairs (u, v) productions, and abbre- 
viate (u, v) ~ P by u --~ v); 
(4) a i s inV .  
The foregoing definition differs in points (3) and (4) from the definition 
of phrase-structure grammar as given by Ginsburg (1966). There is an even 
more essential difference in our definition of derivation. 
DEFINITION 6. Let G = (V, Z, P, ~) be an EOL-system. For any ?7) 
and y in V*, write w =~aY (or w ~ y, when G is understood), if there exist 
ul ,..., u~ in V and v 1 ,..., v~ in V* such that 
?7) ~ U I "'" Uk ,  
~ V 1 "'" V2  ~ 
and (u~, Vi) is in P, for 1 ~ i ~< h. For w and y in V*, write w *~a Y (or 
?7) *~ y, when G is understood), if either w ~ y or there exist w 0 ,..., w r such 
that w 0 = w, w~ = y, and wi =~ wi+l for each i. The sequence w 0 ,..., w~ is 
called a derivation, and we say that y is derived from ?7) in r steps. 
DEFINITION 7. I f  G = (V, N, P, a) is an EOL-system, then 
L(G) = {xeZ* I ( r *~ x} 
is called an EOL-language. L(G) is said to be generated by G. 
We note that EOL-systems and languages are a generalization of the 
0L-systems and languages (see, e.g., Rozenberg and Doucet (1971)). 
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EXAMPLE 3. L = {akb~ak]k > 0} is an EOL-language. This is because 
L=L(G) ,  where G=(V,  2:,P,~r), with V={S,A ,B ,A ' ,B ' , F ,a ,b} ,  
2: = {a, b}, a = S and P is the set consisting of the productions 
S + ABA, 
A -~ AA', A ----->- a,  
B -+ BB', B -+ b, 
A' -+ A', A' --~ a, 
B'--~ B', B'--+ b, 
F~F ,  
a-*F ,  
b- -~ f . 
We demonstrate he operation of this EOL-system on two typical derivations. 
S S 
ABA ABA 
AA 'BB 'AA '  A A 'BB 'AA '  
a a bb  aa  AA 'a  bb  aa  
FFFF  FF  aa  F F F F F  
FF  FF  FF  FF  F FF  FF  
The derivation on the left gave rise to a word aabbaa in L(G), but the 
derivation on the right 'went wrong' and did not produce a word in L(G). 
Since F--+F, further words in L(G) can never be produced by continuing 
these derivations. It is well known that the language L of this example is 
not context-free. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let 
n = {(ab~)~*[l >~ 0, i />  0}. 
L is not an EOL-language. The proof of this is complicated, and is given in 
the proof of Theorem 4 of (Herman, to appear). 
It is easy to show that every context-free language is an EOL-language. 
(See, e.g., Lindenmayer (1971), Theorem 2 in the Appendix.) On the other 
hand, it follows from Lemma 4.8.1 of Rozenberg and Doucet (1971), that 
every EOL-language is context-sensitive. (This will also follow from our 
Corollary2 later on.)Examples 3 and 4 show that the family of EOL-languages 
lies properly between the families of context-free and context-sensitive 
languages. (Note that the language of Example 4 is context-sensitive.) 
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3. THE EQUIVALENCE OF THE Two FAMILIES AND ITS CONSEQUENCES 
LEMMA 1. There is an effective procedure which, for every EOL-system 
G = (V, Z, P, a), produces an SR-system R = (Z,f, ~), such that 
L(R) = L(G). 
Proof. Let n be the number of elements in 17. Let h be a one-to-one 
function from V onto {~1 ..... ~en} , such that h(a) = ~x. We extend h to be 
a function from V* onto {~:1 ,-.., ~:n}* by the rules h(e) = e, h(u 1 "" uk) = 
h(u l )  . - .  
For 1 ~< i ~< n, let ~i denote the unique element of V such that h(,~i) = ~i. 
Then ~1 = a. Let 
P(i) = {v I (ai , v) e P}. 
P(i) is a nonempty subset of V*. 
For l  ~ i~n,  let 
f , (~  .... , ~,) = 0 h(v) . .  
veP(i) 
Note that each of the f i  is a standard function constructed entirely from the 
variables ~i- 
Let f(~l ,..., ~:n) = (A ,...,fn). Then f is an n-tuple standard function. 
Let, for 1 ~i~n,  
a, = t (cq}' if ¢i e Z, 
{Z~, if ai~Z. 
This completes the definitions of the n-tuple standard function f and of 
= . . . .  , 
To prove that L(G) = L(R) we proceed by induction. 
For l  ~ i~<n,  let 
L~°)(G) = {ai}. 
For l  ~ i~nand j~0,1et  
L~J+I)(G) = {v ] u ~ v and u ~L~J)(G)}. 
It is trivial to show that L~(G) is the set of all v e V* which can be derived 
from a i in j steps. In particular, 
L )(G nZ*  =L(G).  
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Now we prove by induction on j that, for 1 ~ i ~ n, 
L~J)(G) n Z*  (J) = ~i • (1) 
This is clearly so, by definition, if j ~ O. 
Now assume that (1) is true for 1 ~< i ~< n. 
y eL~¢+I)(G) t3 X* (i) 
iff y e 2Y* and there exists a derivation w o , w 1 ,..., wj+ 1 with w o ~ a i (ii) 
and wj-+l = y 
iff there exist all .... ,ai ,  in V and v 1, . . . ,v u in 2:* such that (iii) 
all ... ai,, e P(i), y ~ v 1 "-" vu and, for 1 ~< t ~< u, vt is derivable 
from air in j steps 
iff there exist aix ..... ai~ in V, such that aq ... ai, e P(i)  and for (iv) 
1 ~< t ~< u, there exists avt  in ~)  such that v 1 ... vu = y 
iff y E ~+1~. (v) 
The induction hypothesis is used in showing the equivalence of (iii) and 
(iv). The other equivalences follow from the definitions. 
This completes the induction. It  follows, therefore, that 
L(R) = 4" = U z ,  = L(o). 
j=0 ~=0 
LEMMA 2. There is an effective procedure which, for any SR-system 
R =- (2, (f l  , . . . , f .) ,  (al ..... a~)), produces an EOL-system G -= (V, 27, P, ~), 
such that L(G) = L(R).  
Proof. We may assume, without loss of generality, that, for 1 ~< i ~< n, 
is not a term of f ,  and E ~ a i . I f  it was otherwise, we could apply the algo- 
r i thm of Proposition 1 to obtain an SR-system R, for which the assumption 
is true, such that L(R) --  {E} = L(R). Then the algorithm of the present 
proof would give us an EOL-system O = (V, Z, P, 5) such that L(-~) = L(G). 
Then we could use the algorithm of Proposition 2, to decide whether or not 
E eL(R) .  I f  ~ 6L(R) ,  then we let G = G, and we getL(R) ~- L(R) = L(G) =- 
L(G).  I f  E eL(R) ,  let a be a symbol not in F and let 
G ~- (V w {a}, 27, P t.) {(a, e), (cr, 5)}, a). 
Then, L(R) = L(R) W {E} = L(G) w {e} = L(G). So our assumption does 
not cause a loss in generality. 
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For I ~ i~n,  let 
8~ 
fi(~l ..... ~n) = U ~rir(~l .... , en), 
r= l  
~i = {~i l  . . . .  , °~it,}" 
Due to our assumption, we know that, for 1 ~i~n,  1 ~ r~s i ,  
1 ~ q ~ t~, ~r(~:l ..... ~n) is a nonempty string in (27 u {{:1 ,..., ~})* and 
O~iq is a nonempty string in 27*. 
Let 27' = (a' [ a e 27} be disjoint from 27. For 1 ~ i ~ n, 1 ~ r ~ si, we 
define ~r(~i ,.-., ~=) to be the word obtained from ~ri~(~: 1 ,..., ~)  by replacing 
all occurrences of elements a from 27 by the corresponding elements a' 
from 27'. 
Using these notational conventions, we can now define G = (V, 2~, P, ~), 
where 
V = Zu  Z '  U (~1,..., ~} U {F), 
O" = ~i .  
P is defined as follows: 
(I) for all a E Z (3 {F}, (a, F) E P; 
(II) for all a e Z, (a', a') ~ P; 
( I I I )  for all a ~ 27, (a', a) ~ P; and 
(IV) for 1 ~ i ~ n, 1 ~ r < si, (~i, 7r;~'(~l . . . . .  ~n)) e P. 
(V) fo r l~ i<n, l~r~t i , (~ i ,~ i~)eP .  
Only those ordered pairs are in P which are defined to be there in virtue 
of (I)-(V). 
For 1 ~ i~n,  let 
L~°)(a) = {~}, 
and, for j ~ 0, let 
L~J+I)(G) = {v [ u ~ v and u ~L~J)(G)}. 
It  is trivial to show that L~J)(G) is the set of all v e V* which can be derived 
from {:i in j steps. In particular, 
L )(G n27" =L(G)  
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Now we prove by induction on j that, for 1 ~ i ~ n, 
L~'+i)(G) c~ S* (J) = ~i • (2) 
Let j = 0. 
y er~i)(G) c~ Z* 
iff y e 27* and y is derivable from ~:i in one step iff y = ai~ for some r, 
1 <~ r ~ ti iff y e a~ °). 
In  this argument we have used our knowledge that the empty string is 
not a term of f,(~:i ,..., ~) ,  when we stated that "y eZ*  and y is derivable 
from ~:i in one step iff y = c~.~, for some r, 1 ~ r ~ ti ." 
Now assume that (2) is true for 1 ~ i~n.  We now prove that the 
following statements are all equivalent. 
(i) y cL~+2)(G) ~ Z*. 
(ii) There exist ui,... , u~ ~ [2:' t3 {~i ,..., ~n}] such that sei -+ u i ' "  uT~ 
is a production of type (IV) and there exist v i ,..., v~ such that y = v i ... v~ 
and, for 1 ~t~k,  if u ,=a 'e27% then v t=a,  if u ,=~i , ,  then 
v~ eL~+i)(G) n Z*. 
(iii) There exist u 1 ,..., uk e [~' td {~1 .... , ~}] such that u i --" u~ = 
~r',(~ 1 ,..., f~) for some r and there exist v i ,..., v~ such that y = vi "'" v~ 
and, for 1 <~t<~k, i fu t=a 'eZ ' ,  thenvt=a,  i fu~=~,  thenv ,~( .~)  
(iv) y e ~+i ) .  
(i) => (ii). I f  (i) is the case, then there exists a derivation ~i = w0, Wl .... , 
w~, %+~, %+~ = y with j + 2 steps, deriving y from ~:i- Only productions 
of types (IV) and (V) may be applied to ~i. But the step leading from ~:i to 
w i cannot be of type (V) since air is a nonempty string of elements from 27, 
which would imply that w~ 6 {F}* for l >/2.  Hence, w is obtained from ~i 
using a production of type (IV). Let w i = u i "" u~. For 1 ~ t ~ k, let vt 
be the string in 2:* derived from u~ in ( j  -[- 1) steps. I f  ut - -  a' ~ 27% then the 
only way u, can lead to a string vt in 27* in ( j  @ 1) steps, is by the application 
of a production of type (II) j times followed by a single application of a 
production of type (II I). In this case, v t = a. I f  u, = ~:i,, then we must 
have v~ ~L~+i)(G) n 27*. 
(ii) ~ (i). I f  (ii) is the case, then (i) is clearly the case, as indicated by 
the foregoing discussion. The first production to be applied must be 
~i --)" g l  " ' "  $ / /¢  • 
(ii) <=> (iii) is immediate from the nature of productions of type (IV) and 
the induction hypothesis. 
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(iii) <=> (iv), as can be easily seen by noting that both statements are equiva- 
lent to the statement: here exists a term 7r~r(61 ,..., ~n) °ffi(~:l ,..., ~n) such 
that y e ~ ~(J~ c~l) ,, i , , \~ l  , . . . ,  
This completes the proof of (2). Since L[°}(G) ¢3 Z* = 2% it follows that 
L(a) = 0 n z* 
J=0 
: 0 n z*] 
j= l  
j=0 
=Un). 
THEORElVt. A language L is an SR-language if, and only if, it is an EOL- 
language. 
Proof. This is a trivial consequence of Lemmas 1 and 2. 
These equivalence r sults have a number of interesting consequences. 
First of all, we have that all the theorems which have been proved about 
EOL-languages are also valid for SR-languages. For example, it follows from 
Theorem4 of (Herman, to appear) that the family of S R-languages i  not closed 
under inverse homomorphism, and, hence, it is not an AFL (Ginsburg and 
Greibach, 1969). The discussion in Section 4 of the same paper implies 
that the family of SR-languages i  closed under all the other AFL operations; 
namely union, concatenation, e-free closure, e-free homomorphism, and 
intersection with regular sets. 
Secondly, we have some normal form results. An example of this is the 
following. 
COROLLARY 1. For every SR-language L, there exists an SR-system 
R = (Z, (fl ..... fn), (o~ ..... ~n)), such that each of thef~ is a standard function 
constructed entirely from variables, each ~ is either empty or consists of a single 
element of Z, and L = L(R). 
Proof. This is immediate from the Theorem and the construction i the 
proof of Lemma 1. In the terminology of Ginsburg (1966), the first of these 
conditions implies that all terms are products of variables only. Such a normal 
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form result could not exist for ALGOL-like languages, ince then we would 
have ~J) = ~, for all i and j3 
A more important result of this type is "the elimination of E-productions" 
for EOL-systems. 
COROLLARY 2. For every EOL-system G = (V, 2, a, P) we can effectively 
produce an EOL-system G = (V, Z, 5, P), such that (a, ~) ~ P, for any a ~ ff 
and L((7) ~- L(G) -- {E}. 
Proof. I f  G is an EOL-system, we can effectively produce (Lemma l) an 
SR-system R, such that L(G) = L(R). Then, by Proposition l, we can effec- 
tively produce an SR-system /~ such that L ( /~)=L(R) -  {~} and, for 
1 ~< i ~< n, ~ is not a term offi and E is not an element of 5i • According to 
Lemma 2, we can effectively produce an EOL-system (7 = (if, Z, P, 5) such 
that L(R) ---- L((7). Looking at the proof of Lemma 2 we see that (a, ~) ~ P 
for any a e V. Also, 
L(O) = L(R) = L(R) -- {4 = L(G) -- {4. 
It  is very easy to prove from Corollary 2 that EOL-languages are context- 
sensitive (by the use of a linear bounded automaton). This gives us an alter- 
native proof of the context-sensitiveness of EOL-languages (cf. Rozenberg 
and Doucet, 1971). 
There are many proposed extensions of the family of ALGOL-like 
languages. Most of these are based on generalizations of the definition of 
a context-free grammar. A notable exception is the work of Rose (1964), 
where the extension is based on the Ginsburg and Rice (1962) definition 
of a definable, equivalently ALGOL-like, language. The next corollary 
discusses the relationships between Rose's and our extension of the family 
of ALGOL-like languages. 
COROLLARY 3. Both the families of extended definable and of EOL-languages 
lie properly between the context-free and context-sensitive languages, but neither 
of the families is a subfamily of the other. 
Proof. This is a consequence of the various theorems and examples 
given in this paper and in Rose (1964). The details are omitted. 
1 Similarly, by using the Theorem and the proof of Lemma 2, we obtain the result 
that for every EOL-language L there exists a synchronized EOL-system G' such that 
L = L (G ' ) .  (For the definition of a synchronized EOL-system, see Section 4 of 
Herman, to appear. 
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It follows from our results that EOL-languages have characterizations both 
using n-tuple standard functions (Definition 4) and generating rammars 
(Definitions 5-7). The characterization f extended efinable sets by systems 
analogous to context-free grammars i an open problem of Rose (1964). 
The characterization f languages over a one letter alphabet is an open 
problem for both the extended efinable and the EOL-languages, but in the 
latter case, we have at least a partial solution. In Herman et al. (to appear) 
we gave a characterization f EOL-languages which are generated by EOL- 
systems of the form (V, z~, P, a), where V is a one letter alphabet. 
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